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ABSTRACT: We have studied the energetics, atomic, and electronic structure of Na and K point defects, as well as the 
(Na−Na), (K−K), and (Na−K) dumbbells in CuInSe2 and CuIn5Se8 solar cell materials by hybrid functional calculations. 
We found that although Na and K behaves somewhat similar; there is a qualitative difference between the inclusion of Na 
and K impurities. Namely, Na will be mostly incorporated into CuInSe2 and CuIn5Se8 either as an interstitial defect 
coordinated by cations, or two Na impurities will form (Na−Na) dumbbells in the Cu sublattice. In contrast to Na, K 
impurities are less likely to form interstitial defects. Instead, it is more preferable to accommodate K either as KCu 
substitutional defect, or to form (K−K) dumbbells on Cu substitution positions. Our data show that all (Na−Na), (Na
−K), and (K−K) dumbbells can form in both CuInSe2 and CuIn5Se8. In the Cu-poor CuIn5Se8 material the pristine Cu 
vacancies act as the most stable sites where Na and K can be inserted. The formation energy of Na-related defects is 
generally lower than the corresponding K-related defects, which would mean that if a defect site is already occupied by 
Na, then it is less likely that K is able to substitute Na during the postdeposition treatment. Regarding the electronic 
structure of the materials, Na and K point defects located in the Cu sublattice do not create deep defect levels in the gap, 
so they are not detrimental for the solar cell. In contrast, Se-related substitutional defects introduce defect levels in the 
gap, which act as charge traps, leading to severe degradation of the device efficiency. However, the formation energy of 
these Se-related defects are high so that they should have a low concentration in the material.

INTRODUCTION

Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGSe) consisting of CuInSe2 and CuGaSe2 is
widely used as light absorber layer in efficient and inexpensive
thin film solar cells, which have produced maximum conversion
efficiencies of up to 21.7%.1,2 In experimental studies, it has
been shown that the incorporation of small amounts of Na and
K with the concentration of around 0.1 atomic percent into the
CIGSe layer increases the efficiency of the solar-cell devices.3,4

However, so far, the driving mechanism behind the benign
effect of Na and K upon the efficiency of thin-film solar cells is
not well understood, and their function is highly debated.
Considering the fact that in solar cells fabricated on an

industrial scale, mainly soda-lime glass (SLG) is used as the
substrate, the issue of Na and K impurities becomes even more
important. Namely, SLG contains both Na and K in oxide form,
and during the thin film deposition, these elements diffuse into
the CIGSe absorber layer. The amount of K included in SLG,
however, is less than Na.3,5 This is why the incorporation of Na
into the absorber layer has been a very hot topic of scientific
research,6−9 and was extensively studied since the work of
Hedstroem et al.10 In contrast to Na, the diffusion and

incorporation of K into the absorber layer is a relatively new
topic.3,11−13

Solar cell devices based on CIGSe are manufactured with
either a CdS3,14,15 or a zinc oxysulfide (Zn(O,S)) buffer layer
deposited between the CIGSe light absorber and the front
contact.16,17 In the vicinity of the buffer layer, a heterojunction
is formed between a p-type CIGSe and a Cu-poor CIGSe
phase,18 which is widely accepted to be an ordered vacancy
compound (OVC).19−21 Hence, the control over the
incorporation of Na and K into the absorber layer is a crucial
issue for increasing the efficiency of chalcopyrite thin-film solar
cells. Na and K exhibit homologous behavior and have common
chemical properties. This would suggest that they should have
similar effects upon the atomic and electronic structure of the
light absorber layer. Furthermore, taking into account the ionic
radius of K+, which is larger than Na+, one would expect a lower
diffusivity of K. The larger radius could also mean that K may
not be able to occupy certain sites in the absorber layer.22
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To provide new insights from theoretical calculations on the
structure and energetics of Na and K impurities in CIGSe light
absorber, we study here the formation energies of K and Na
defects in CuInSe2 and CuIn5Se8, which serve as models for the
bulk CIGSe absorber and for the Cu-poor OVC compound,
respectively. Through the results presented in this paper, we
assess which lattice sites are more favorable to act as inclusion
sites for Na and K, and which of these defects are detrimental
for the efficiency of CIGSe solar cells. In addition to point
defects related to Na and K, the formation of defect complexes
like that of (Na−Na), (K−K), and (Na−K) dumbbells are also
investigated.

COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY

Computational Details. All calculations were carried out
within the framework of density functional theory (DFT) as
implemented in the VASP program package23,24 using the
projector augmented-wave method.25,26 The wave functions
were expanded up to a cutoff energy of 400 eV. For systems
with an odd number of electrons, spin-polarized calculations
have been performed. The exchange-correlation potential has
been treated with the HSE0627 hybrid functional. The
parameter α, which determines the amount of Hartree−Fock
exchange in the HSE06 calculations, has been set to 0.30.28−30

In the following, we will refer to this functional as HSEα.
Instead of adjusting the fraction of exact exchange, other
authors dealing with impurities in CuInSe2 have preferred to
tune the range separation parameter.31,32

The crystal structure of the conventional tetragonal cells of
bulk CuInSe2 and the chalcopyrite polytype of CuIn5Se8 are
shown in Figure 1. In this work, the calculations were carried

out for a 64-atom and 56-atom tetragonal supercells for
CuInSe2 and CuIn5Se8, respectively. In order to estimate the
dependency of the formation energies on the size of the
supercell, we have performed test calculations on Na and K
defects in large 216-atom supercells of CuInSe2, and we found
that the formation energies were in the range of ±0.1 eV
compared to the 64-atom case. Hence, we expect that the data

presented here for the 64-atom and 56-atom supercells are
qualitatively rather accurate, and using larger supercells would
not change the results considerably. The Brillouin-zone
integration was performed with a 2 × 2 × 2 mesh of k-points.
Throughout our study, we have used the theoretical equilibrium
volume for the defect-free bulk CuInSe2 and CuIn5Se8. The
optimized cell parameters and band gaps computed with HSEα
are summarized in Table 1. In agreement with the experimental
values, our results show that the calculated band gap of
CuIn5Se8 is larger than that of the CuInSe2.

Formation Energy Calculation. Supercell calculation is
the most prevalent procedure to calculate the formation energy
of impurities in bulk materials. In this method a defect α with
charge state q is surrounded by a finite number of atoms of the
bulk compound, and the whole structure is repeated periodi-
cally.37 The dimension of the supercell has to be rather large to
reduce the spurious interactions between the defect and it own
periodic replicas.19,38 For charged defects, the long-range
Coulomb interaction converges very slowly with the supercell
size, so correction terms for finite-size effects are introduced.
The formation energy of a defect or impurity α in charge state q
is defined as

α α

μ μ

= − +

− Σ + + + Δ

E E E E

n q E v

[ ] [ ] [pure]

[ ]

q q q

i i i e

f tot tot corr

VBM 0/b (1)

where Etot[α
q] is the total energy of the supercell with the

defect α in charge state q and Etot [pure] is the total energy of
the equivalent defect-free bulk supercell. ni represents the
number of atoms of type i (host atoms or impurity atoms) that
have been added to (ni > 0) or removed from (ni < 0) the bulk
supercell when the defect or impurity is created. μi is the
chemical potential of the elements in their native elemental
state, that is, the energy of an atom from solid Cu (face-
centered cubic), solid In (body-centered tetragonal), bulk Se
(hexagonal phase with helical chains), and solid Na and K
(body-centered cubic). These chemical potentials represent the
reservoir’s energy, with which atoms are being exchanged.38

EVBM is the valence band maximum (VBM) of the defect-free
bulk and μe is the Fermi energy with respect to EVBM. The range
of μe is from zero (corresponding to a p-type material) to the
value of the band gap (n-type material).
The formation energy appearing in eq 1 needs to be

corrected due to the finite-size error. First, the total energy is
corrected by qΔv0/b, where Δv0/b is a term aligning the averaged
electrostatic potential of the bulk and the supercell containing
an associated neutral defect.40 Next, the total energy is
corrected by Ecorr

q which accounts for the interaction of the
charged defect. In this work, we used the approach proposed by
Lany and Zunger41 to calculate Ecorr

q .

Figure 1. Crystal structure showing the conventional tetragonal unit
cell of CuInSe2 (a) and chalcopyrite polytype of CuIn5Se8 (b) ordered
vacancy compound.

Table 1. Comparison between Experimentally Measured and
Calculated Equilibrium Lattice Constants, a and c,
Tetragonal Elongation, η = c/a, and Band Gaps, Eg, of
CuInSe2 and CuIn5Se8

a (Å) c (Å) η Eg (eV) reference

CuInSe2 11.68 11.75 1.006 1.04 current work

CuInSe2 11.56 11.82 1.005 1.04 33, 34

CuIn5Se8 11.68 11.74 1.005 1.23 current work

CuIn5Se8 11.44 11.62 1.016 1.23 35, 36
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Defect Formation Energies. Na and K Point Defects in

CuInSe2. To study the energetics of point defect formation
related to Na and K impurities, a Na or K atom was placed in a
64-atom supercell of CuInSe2 either as an interstitial or as a
substitutional defect. The atomic structure was fully relaxed
with the HSEα functional for the charged and neutral defects.
The calculated formation energies for different defects are
summarized in Table 2 for the most stable charge state. Because

it is known from the experiment that the light absorber is a p-
type material, in this work, all formation energies are reported
for the scenario where the electron chemical potential μe is set
at the VBM. Figure 2 shows the formation energy of various Na
and K defects as a function of μe.
In full agreement with a previous work42 that was focused on

Na impurities in CuInSe2, we also found that among Cu, In,
and Se substitutional sites, the Cu site is energetically the most
favorable to host Na or K atoms. We found that for a p-type
material where the chemical potential of the electron reservoir
is at VBM, both for Na and K the positively charged NaCu

+ and
KCu
+ defects are slightly more stable compared to the charge

neutral NaCu
0 and KCu

0 defects. This is due to the larger
electropositivity of Na and K with respect to Cu. However, we
need to mention that the difference between the formation
energies of neutral and +1 charged defects (about 0.08 eV) is
comparable with the magnitude of the Ecorr

q correction term.
For NaCu

0 and KCu
0 substitutional defects, we have computed a

formation energy of −1.08 eV and −0.26 eV, respectively. The
negative formation energies suggest that at low impurity
concentration, such defects can be spontaneously formed.
Considering the high formation energies of 0.96 and 1.67 eV
calculated for NaIn

0 and KIn
0 , respectively, creating substitutional

defects in indium positions in CuInSe2 is rather unlikely.
Occupying selenium sites by Na or K atoms is also less likely,
though the formation energies of 0.66 and 0.55 eV computed
for NaSe

+ and KSe
+ are considerably lower in energy than the In

substitutional defects. For substitutional defects on Cu and In
positions, there is a qualitative difference between Na and K.
Namely, the lower formation energies favor Na-related defects
(on the order of 0.7 eV versus K). For comparison, on the Se
site, the Na- and K-related substitutional defects are almost
isoenergetic.
Besides the substitutional defects, we also studied the

formation energy of Na or K defects in two different interstitial
positions, where the impurity is either being coordinated to
four Se anions (see Figure 3a)), or four cations (two Cu and
two In, Figure 3b). In Table 2 and throughout the text, these
two interstitial positions are represented with the short hand
notations ac and cc, respectively. Our results show, in
agreement with ref 42, that the cc position is more favorable
than the ac both for Na and K. The corresponding formation
energy for the cc interstitial position is −1.25 and −0.30 eV for
Nacc

+ and Kcc
+ , respectively, whereas the formation energies

calculated at Naac
+ and Kac

+ positions were −1.17 and +0.48 eV.
We found that for Na, only the cc interstitial position is more
favorable than all substitutional positions, and for K, it is
energetically unfavorable to be situated in the ac interstitial
position. From the perspective of the defect formation energy,
our data indicates that there is a qualitative difference between
Na and K also for the interstitial positions. Namely, for Na the
energy difference of 0.08 eV between the cc and ac sites is
negligible compared to the 0.78 eV for K. Thus, if Na and K
were incorporated into CuInSe2 as interstitials, Na could
occupy both cc and ac sites, but K would sit predominantly on
cc positions. Furthermore, by comparing the formation energies
of the interstitial and substitutional defects, it is interesting to
note that interstitial positions are thermodynamically more
favorable than all substitutional positions for a Na atom. In
contrast, this is not the case for K. Thus, our results indicate
that for a heavily p-doped CuInSe2 material (where μe = 0 eV),
Na point defects will be incorporated into the bulk CuInSe2
light absorber material as interstitial defects. Above μe = 0.1 eV
the NaCu substitutional defect will become the most stable
point defect. In contrast to Na, K will occupy substitutional
positions in the Cu sublattice for the full range of μe, that is,
even under n-type conditions.

Na and K Dumbbells in CuInSe2. In ref 42, it was shown
that for Na impurities it is possible to form (Na−Na)
dumbbells as substitutional defects in Cu sites of CuInSe2. In
light of the aforementioned results,42 we look here into the
issue of whether (K−K) dumbbells can be formed in spite of
the larger size of the K impurity. In addition, we have also
investigated if mixed dumbbells can be created between Na and
K. To clarify this question, we have carried out calculations on
three different dumbbells, that is, (Na−Na), (Na−K), and (K−
K) dumbbells located in a Cu substitutional site. Our study
confirms that the formation of dumbbells is highly probable.
We found that dumbbells formed by two Na atoms, or one Na
and one K atom, or even by two K atoms, could occupy the Cu
site, which is surprising due to the large size of these dumbbells.

Table 2. Defect Formation Energy, in Electronvolts,
Calculated with the HSEα Functional for Na and K
Impurities in CuInSe2 and CuIn5Se8 with the Electron
Chemical Potential μe = 0, That Is, Assuming a p-Type
Materialb

defect CuInSe2 CuIn5Se8

NaCu
+ −1.16 −1.90

KCu
+ −0.49 −1.02

NaIn
0 0.96 1.49

KIn
0 1.67 1.89

NaSe
+ 0.66 0.29

KSe
+ 0.55 0.40

Naac
+ −1.17 −1.34

Kac
+ 0.48 −0.10

Nacc
+ −1.25 −2.42a

Kcc
+ −0.30 −1.67a

NaVCu

+ −2.43

KVCu

+ −1.66

(Na−Na)Cu
+ −2.29 −2.95

(Na−K)Cu
+ −1.71 −2.12

(K−K)Cu
+ −1.11 −2.17

(Na−Na)Cu
2+ −2.50 −3.56

(Na−K)Cu
2+ −1.93 −2.79

(K−K)Cu
2+ −1.36 −2.83

(Na−Na)VCu
2+ −4.09

(Na−K)VCu
2+ −3.29

(K−K)VCu
2+ −3.24

(Na−Na)VCu
3+ −5.09

(Na−K)VCu
3+ −3.99

(K−K)VCu
3+ −4.04

aRelaxed to VCu position bIn the CuIn5Se8 material, the VCu index
refers to the pristine Cu vacancy site in the structure.
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The calculated formation energy of a (Na−Na)Cu
2+ dumbbell in a

Cu substitutional position is −2.50 eV. Now, if we assume that
in CuInSe2 inserting two Na atoms in two distinct and spatially
well separated cc interstitial position would result in a formation
energy twice larger than a Nacc

+ defect (i.e., −2.50 eV), then the
formation of two separated interstitial defects competes with
the formation of a dumbbell.
In contrast to Na, we found that for K atoms in CuInSe2, it

will be always more preferable to form (K−K)Cu
2+ dumbbells

with the formation energy of −1.36 eV, which is clearly more
stable than having distinct KCu

+ or Kcc
+ defects. This binding

energy computed for a (K−K) dumbbell compared to distinct
K defects suggest that for the system, it is more favorable to
cluster two K atoms together, probably due to reduced strain.
To check the accuracy of our results, we have recalculated

the formation energy of the following defects in a 216-atom
CuInSe2 supercell: NaCu

+ , KCu
+ , Nacc

+ , (Na−Na)Cu
+ , (Na−K)Cu

+ ,
and (K−K)Cu

+ . The resulting formation energies were

subsequently −1.02, −0.29, −1.13, −2.12, −1.64, and −1.10
eV, which shows that the energies presented in Table 2 are well
converged even for the smaller 64-atom supercell.

Na and K Point Defects in CuIn5Se8. After the investigation
of the stoichiometric CuInSe2 compound, we turn our attention
here toward the Cu-poor CuIn5Se8 phase, which is
representative of thin film solar cells grown under Cu-poor
conditions and also to the OVC compounds found at the
interface with the CdS buffer layer. The structure of CuIn5Se8 is
obtained from CuInSe2 by inserting a periodic arrangement of
defect complexes formed by an indium antisite substituting
copper (InCu) and two copper vacancies (referred as “pristine
vacancies”43), see Figure 1.
In the case of CuIn5Se8, similarly to CuInSe2, the Cu site is

the most favorable site within the substitutional positions for
both Na and K atoms. However, NaCu and KCu substitutional
defects in CuIn5Se8 are more likely to form compared with
CuInSe2, despite the low Cu concentration in this Cu-poor
phase. This is in agreement with the experimental finding that a
KF treatment makes the absorber even more Cu poor.3

Under strongly doped p-type conditions, the formation of
charge neutral NaIn

0 , KIn
0 , NaSe

0 , and KSe
0 defects are energetically

very unfavorable, similarly to CuInSe2. In contrast to the
CuInSe2 stoichiometric compound, where the charge neutral
NaIn

0 , KIn
0 , NaSe

0 , and KSe
0 defects are stable over a large range of

the electron chemical potential μe, in CuIn5Se8 and even in a p-
type material, the NaIn

−1 and KIn
−1 defects become dominant once

μe is larger than 0.1 eV (see Figure 2). Similarly, in CuIn5Se8
under n-type conditions the most stable charge state of the Se-
related substitutional defects changes from charge neutral to
NaSe

−1, and KSe
−1, whereas in CuInSe2 the charge neutral state is

the most stable for the whole range of μe.
The insertion of Na and K interstitials is energetically even

more favorable in CuIn5Se8 than CuInSe2 due to the presence

Figure 2. Formation energies of various Na and K defects in CuInSe2 (top panel) and CuIn5Se8 (bottom panel) as a function of the electron
chemical potential, where μe = 0 corresponds to a p-type and μe = CBM (where CBM is the conduction band minimum) to an n-type material,
respectively. The most stable charge state of the given defects are show with positive and negative numbers. The horizontal dashed line shows the
theoretically computed band gap for the bulk defect-free materials.

Figure 3. Position of the two different interstitial defects in CuInSe2.
In subfigures a and b, the interstitial defect is tetrahedrally coordinated
by four anions and by four cations, respectively. Na or K interstitials
are shown as blue spheres, and the other atoms are presented using the
same color scheme as in Figure 1. For clarity, only one-half of a
CuInSe2 conventional cell is shown.
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of the two pristine Cu vacancies per formula unit, which make
the accommodation of the interstitial defects easier in the
structure. In fact, if we start the structural optimization from cc
interstitial positions, then both of the Na and K interstitial
atoms relax spontaneously to the pristine Cu vacancy site. By
comparing the energetics of Na and K point defects in
CuIn5Se8, we found that energetically the most stable site for
the inclusion of Na and K impurities is the pristine Cu defect
site. The situation is similar but not identical to the case of Cd
insertion,43 similar to Na and K, Cd atoms prefer to occupy
copper sites but due to difference in valance, Cd impurities
induce a disordering of the pristine vacancy network.
Na and K Dumbbells in CuIn5Se8. By inserting dumbbells

into a Cu site as a substitutional defect or into a pristine vacant
Cu site, we have also investigated the formation of dumbbells in
the CuIn5Se8 material. We found that both Na and K atoms can
enter in CuIn5Se8 in form of (Na−Na), (K−K), or mixed (Na−
K) dumbbells. The formation of dumbbells in a pristine vacant
Cu site is energetically more favorable than forming dumbbells
as substitutional defects in a Cu position. This is not surprising
considering that the CuIn5Se8 compound is already rather Cu
poor compared to CuInSe2. Comparing the formation energies
of the (Na−Na) dumbbell in a vacant Cu position with two Na
in two pristine Cu positions reveals that the formation of two
spatially separated Na point defects is as much likely as the
formation of a Na dumbbell.
Band Structure and Charge Transition Levels of Na

and K Defects. To assess the effect of Na and K impurities on
the electronic structure of CuInSe2 and CuIn5Se8, first, we have
calculated the band structure of the pure impurity-free
compounds to serve as a reference. Next, we have evaluated
the band structure (see Figure 4) of the most stable
configurations for the Na and K impurities together with the
unstable configurations where Na and K is located on Se
substitutional positions. The band structures are calculated for

the most stable charge state across the band gap. We note that
adding/removing one electron to/from the ground state of a
system with large number of electrons change its band structure
only slightly. This is due to the relaxation of all orbitals in the
excited system. The larger band gap of CuIn5Se8 than CuInSe2
is due to a periodic network of Cu vacancies, which decrease
the contribution of Cu(d) orbitals at the top of the valence
band of CuIn5Se8, leading to a reduction of the Cu(d)−Se(p)
interband repulsion. This lowers the VBM of CuIn5Se8,
resulting in a wider band gap.19,38

In addition to the electronic band structures, we have also
evaluated the thermodynamic charge transition levels of the
various defects. The charge transition level ϵα(q/q′) was
defined as the Fermi energy in eq 1 at which the formation
energy of defect α with charge state q is equal to the formation
energy of the given defect in another charge state q′. The higher
ionization energy of deep levels reduce their contribution to the
free charge carriers and acts like detrimental traps by acting as
recombination centers. Recombination centers have roughly
equal capture cross sections for both electrons and holes and
are commonly stationed near the middle of the band gap.
These levels are very detrimental in a photovoltaic cell, so the
formation of such defects should be prevented because they
reduce the cell’s efficiency.
The calculated charge transition levels indicate that in

CuInSe2, the NaCu and KCu defects induce extremely deep (0/
+) transition levels, which are located 0.08 and 0.23 eV above
the VBM, respectively. Thus, these defects do not act as
recombination centers, and as a general result, we can conclude
that Na and K point defects on Cu positions are not having a
negative effect on the cell efficiency. In contrast, in CuIn5Se8,
they have (0/+) transition levels that are in the middle of the
gap: for NaCu, E(0/+) = EVBM + 0.78 eV, and for KCu, E(0/+) =
EVBM + 0.50 eV. This means that KCu could act as a major
electron trap, especially considering that due to the low

Figure 4. Band structure of the clean CuInSe2 and CuIn5Se8 compounds and the systems with Na and K impurities. The top panel shows the
calculated band structure for bulk CuInSe2, NaCu

+ , Nacc
+ , (Na−Na)Cu

+ , NaSe
− , KCu

+ , Kcc
+ , (K−K)Cu

+ , and KSe
− defects in CuInSe2. The lower panel show the

band structure for CuIn5Se8, NaCu
+ , NaVCu

+ , (Na−Na)VCu

2+ , NaSe
− , KCu

+ , KVCu

+ , (K−K)VCu

2+ , and KSe
− defects in CuIn5Se8. The unoccupied and occupied levels

are shown as black and blue lines, respectively, and red dashed lines represent the defect levels in the gap. The zero of energy is set to the bulk VBM.
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formation energy of this defect type, one would expect that KCu

defects are abundant in the Cu-poor material. In agreement
with our result, it has been shown previously by experiments
that the incorporation of K during CIGSe growth at low
process temperatures results in the formation of deep level
defects.14 Two scenarios were suggested to explain these
findings: either K impurities as point defects are directly
responsible by creating these deep defect states, or K might
impact the elemental interdiffusion, which leads to higher
concentration of intrinsic defects. The investigation of such
scenarios through experiments are rather cumbersome, and so
far, no theoretical study has been carried out to shed new light
on this issue.39 According to our finding, the first scenario
conforms to our calculations. However, we cannot either
confirm or reject the second scenario without looking into the
diffusion of the constituent atoms in CIGSe in the presence of
Na and K.
The charge transition levels created by the (Na−Na) and

(K−K) dumbbell in CuInSe2 are located 0.18 and 0.21 eV
above the VBM, respectively. This means that creating such
dumbbells in the material is not destructive for the carrier
transport. On the other hand, the formation of dumbbells by
removing a Cu atom in CuIn5Se8 causes transition levels at 0.60
and 0.64 eV above the VBM for (Na−Na)Cu and (K−K)Cu,
respectively. These levels are almost in the middle of the band
gap, can act as recombination centers, and hinder the carrier
transport. This is also true for the (K−K) dumbbell formed in
the pristine Cu vacancy in CuIn5Se8; the transition level is
located at 0.75 eV above the VBM. The (Na−Na)VCu

defect,

however, causes a level 0.25 below the CBM that is harmless for
the carrier transport.
In CuInSe2, NaIn and KIn exhibit deep (−2/0) transition

levels around EVBM + 0.60 eV in the band gap, which
correspond to a double acceptor level,44 meaning that they
undergo a charge transition from 0 directly to −2. Na and K in
In site in CuIn5Se8 show a different behavior and induce two
transition levels within the band gap, from 0 to −1 near the
VBM, and from −1 to −2 near the CBM. Se-related
substitutional defects for both Na and K induce a shallow
level near the CBM in CuInSe2 and a deeper level in CuIn5Se8.
Such Se-related defect levels are clearly detrimental for the
device efficiency; however, considering their high formation
energies, these defects should have a low concentration in the
CIGSe film. In general, we note that Na and K interstitial
defects and dumbbells do not show any defect transition levels
inside the band gap either in CuInSe2 or in CuIn5Se8.
Therefore, it can be concluded that Na and K in interstitial
sites and also in the form of dumbbells do not create defects
which would reduce the device efficiency.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have carried out hybrid functional
computations on Na and K extrinsic defects investigating a
wide gamut of substitutional and interstitial positions in
CuInSe2 and CuIn5Se8 solar cell materials. Our research reveals
the most and least favorable insertion sites where Na and K can
be situated in these compounds. Although Na and K behave
rather similarly, we could still show that there is a qualitative
difference between the preferred sites for Na and K impurities.
Na is mostly incorporated either in form of interstitial defects
coordinated by cations or into dumbbells in the Cu sublattice.

In comparison to Na, K does not form interstitial defects, but
it prefers to assemble in the Cu sublattice to form (K−K)
dumbbells. In CuIn5Se8, both Na and K prefers to occupy the
pristine Cu vacancy sites either as point defects or by forming
dumbbells. Because pristine Cu vacancy sites act as very stable
inclusion sites for Na and K impurities, we expect that films
grown under Cu-poor condition or containing Cu-poor OVC
phases accommodate a larger concentration of Na and K
compared to the stoichiometric CuInSe2. For the K impurities,
it is known experimentally that they improve the efficiency if
the K-treatment of the cell is performed after the deposition of
the film has finished, whereas if K is present in a high
concentration during growth, that actually reduces the device
characteristics.
In general, the formation energy of Na-related defects are

lower than the corresponding K impurities in all studied sites.
Considering the fact that Na is present most of the time in the
CIGSe light absorber layer because of its diffusion from the
glass substrate, and K is introduced during a post-deposition
treatment, we think that it is highly unlikely that K will
substitute Na from those sites that are already occupied by Na.
Thus, if a higher K concentration would be desired, then
making a Na-depleted substrate could be a precondition.
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